Abstract — Unpredictable nature of epilepsy, patients only has more need of awareness about precautions and how to handle the occurrence. Epilepsy belongs to have a recurrent seizures tendency throughout the life. Seizure may happen due to number of reasons like tumor, head injury, pregnancy time, genetic etc. It can be curable with proper diagnosis, incurable but controllable with lifelong medication and remaining are uncontrollable that leads to death. Recording of alert symptoms like auras, prodromes and precipitating factors are helped to self-alert the patient, create positive impact on quality of life and increase the efficacy of treatments. The need of enhancing early seizure detection and developing wearable monitoring product with low cost is used to create fear-free environment among the affected people. In this connection, my proposed work reviewed on existing and currently available IOT based seizure detection and alert systems feasibility.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Uncontrolled electrical disturbance nature in the brain leads to seizure. It can change in movements, feelings, behavior and in levels of consciousness. Recurrent occurrence of seizure leads to Epilepsy disorder. Epilepsy Seizures have many different causes and triggers, still now doctors are also know the exact reason without the number of diagnosis. Seizure classified as two types based on which part of area of the brain is affected by the episode. Potential causes and trigger of seizure includes genetic disorders, head injury, brain tumor, stroke, surgery, Infection, medications etc., Potential triggers includes sleep deprivation, illness, alcohol or drug usage, stress, low blood sugar, etc. All type of seizures has three phases or states to know the signs of the affected person is commonly known as preictal(before), ictal(during) and interictal(after) the occurrence. The following figure states the types and phases of seizure.
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A. Purpose of EEG patterns

The main purpose of EEG is to evaluate patients with known seizures to permit an accurate diagnosis of the seizure type and epilepsy disorder. The abnormal brain waves can be recorded by specific technique like flashing light of deep breathing. EEG only focuses on current brain activity during the test. During the time of EEG test, patient aren’t having a seizure, there may be chances of recording usual brain waves. The period of a seizure only brain generates abnormal electrical activity. After that period, the brain proceeds to normal in most individuals. When an EEG is done several hours or even days later, it misses the changes in electrical activity that occurred during the actual seizure. Epilepsy waves confirm the diagnosis and may identify the type of seizure disorder. Sleep deficiency can increase the chance “epilepsy waves” will be recorded, because an EEG while you are as sleep may give extra information.

B. Diagnose Procedure

The patient should explain the context about seizure during onset by using questionnaires and answer pattern, then only doctor analyze the seizure belongs to epilepsy or not. The
following pieces of information will be needed, including the EEG test, blood test, brain imaging test, and medical history. This detail gives the impression of the electrical activity of the brain, brain shape and possible causes of seizures. Most importantly, the person kept seizure activity diary and record all the changes felt in between the day of diagnosis. This may help the doctor to treat the person in proper direction. Another important thing is to keep in touch with your doctors and health care team and let them know if new problems arise and if your seizures are not responding to treatment.

II. EPILEPTIC SEIZURE FORECAST: STATE-OF-THE-ART

Most of the seizure prediction and detection approaches aims on onset seizure. Intervention before the onset of seizure symptoms could be envisaged with accurate seizure forecasting [1]. The existing system mostly focused on seizure prediction using available dataset and smart seizure detection devices using IoT during ictal state. The diagnosis procedures of seizure are also in need of patient monitoring system for proper and better treatment. The problem of present epilepsy control products involves inappropriate follow-up on the number of seizures, the effectiveness of anti-epileptic drugs, and real-time analysis of changes in the patient body [22]. The advancements in nano-biotechnology have made the real-time analysis of epileptic patients possible, using wearable devices with advanced nano-enabled sensors [30-33]. In this review paper, the main focus is predestined on the existing IoT related work, appropriate biosensor and nanotechnology inference in the field of seizure prediction and detection. The studies are combined and make a novel prototype model of signal acquisition and alert using Internet of Nano Things and Artificial Intelligence based preictal state data analytics both are leads to develop a smart early seizure detection product for epileptic patients.

III. LATEST REVIEWS IN SEIZURE DETECTION AND PREDICTION

[10] This review provides a guide platform those who are for point-of-care (PoC) applications. The following things are discussed in this paper: Schematics of biomarkers for the prediction of the epilepsy, Listed 25 categories of available products and sensors in the United State market, Different types of seizures and related changes in biomarkers, Sensitivity of individual and multimodal systems for the specific types of seizures aiming to develop a smart bio-sensing system to detect and monitor epilepsy. In the future, the advancements in wearable device, by the use of nanotechnology to detect and diagnose epilepsy for real-time analysis enhance proper management of epilepsy. [14] Most of the machines learning algorithms were implemented to detect the seizure onset and before few minutes back. This review also highlighted the importance and need of research in the field to be improved for early detection of self-alert closed loop system with low cost management service. [16] This study, decomposition of EEG signal into wavelet coefficients is carried out at initial stage and important features are extracted. Later on, classifiers i.e. SVM, ANN, RNN etc. have been used for the classification of extracted features. In future, the early seizure detection techniques can be used to provide an alert to the epileptic patient so that an effective diagnosis can be done before the occurrence of seizure onset. [1] A review of signal processing techniques and classification methods assessed in seizure prediction studies New databases, higher sampling frequencies, adequate preprocessing, electrode selection, and machine-learning considerations may increase seizure forecasting capabilities. [27] This paper presents a review of recent efforts and journal articles on seizure prediction. And also emphasized some new prototype based ideas using machine learning and deep neural network. [25] Evaluated performance of devices and algorithms to detect generalized tonic-clonic seizures in a clinical setting. This paper concluded the essential of research for all types of epilepsy seizures. Because the existing invention stated low detection rate and increase the false alarms. [26] Tabulated number of devices and applications were existed in real world. The performance of evaluated methods with result and closed loop system architecture were highlighted.

In the past five years of reviews are focused the future research in the area of epilepsy seizure detection and prediction is early detection of closed loop warning systems for any type of seizure i.e. generalized and partial seizures.

IV. LITERATURE REVIEW ON IOT BASED SEIZURE DETECTION WORK IN THE LAST DECADE

[3] Monitor vital signs like brain electrical activity, heart rate, blood pressure, the physical activity and posture of the patient. Wearable Jacket provides flexibility for the patients and sends notification to caretaker and robot. The performance of the system was not tested with epileptic patients. [11] Alerting a doctor or caregiver’s mobile phone, a few minutes in advance using wireless communication with help of GSM modem. [13] The field study demonstrates the applicability and usability of the wearable accelerometer device for detecting bilateral tonic-clonic seizures. [6] Seizure monitoring and notification proof-of-concept wearable prototype that can detect specific seizure activity, namely generalized tonic-clonic seizures and designing a robust and computationally low intensive real-time seizure detection algorithm, and utilization of a scalable cloud-based data management system to record, analyze, and visualize the received seizure data. [7] The service APP connected to the cloud so that the patients' health condition can be recorded and then referenced by doctors for further diagnosis or research process. The only channel FP2-F8 for seizure detection to avoid using conductive adhesive. Therefore, only generalized onset seizure can be detected. [8] This work compared the performance of wrist-worn PPG device and wearable ECG. The result was stated that the performance was good by using wearable EEG. [9] This research achieved an in-depth analysis of the main factors and provides the solutions for tonic-clonic epileptic detection and monitoring. [5] Instead of accelerometer, the use of other combination of sensors like heart rate, oxygen Instead of accelerometer, the
use of other combination of sensors like heart rate, oxygen saturation, or muscle twitches/signals were provided good accuracy of result. [12] Evaluated the experimental consistency of a wrist-worn, wireless accelerometer sensor for detecting generalized tonic-clonic seizures. [4] Tonic clonic seizures to be alerted to caregivers of people. Smart watch is not applicable for partial seizures detection.

All the previous work related to seizure detection and prediction based IoT is mainly concentrated generalized type of tonic clonic seizures during onset and few minutes in advance [11]. The closed loop system functionalities are based on device-cloud-mobile configuration setup. Mainly accelerometer, EEG, ECG and oxygen saturation sensors are utilized for the product development.

All the sensors are monitored and give the intimation to the caregivers on onset. The future works will be focused, monitoring and reporting system for all types of seizures. Especially low cost early reporting and monitoring system will be developed to create fear free environment for the seizure affected people. In India there is no product for seizure alert is not recommended by the doctor.

Till now the patient and caregivers only take care of all manually. The main reasons are lack of awareness and cost of the product is not affordable for the developing country people.

V. LITERATURE REVIEW ON EARLY SEIZURE DETECTION IDEAS IN THE LAST DECADE & RESULTS

[28] Achieved the goals of maintaining and economically Improving – high – quality care with minimizing costs in respective of patients, caregivers and medical team. [29] Machine learning methods using intracranial electroencephalographic (iEEG) measures have shown promise. A machine-learning-based pipeline was developed to process iEEG recordings and generates seizure warnings. Results support the ability to forecast seizures at rates greater than a Poisson Random Predictor for all feature sets and machine learning algorithms were tested. Subject-specific neurophysiologic changes in multiple features are reported preceding lead seizures, providing evidence supporting the existence of a distinct and identifiable preictal state. [21] This paper summarized the seizure forecasting ideas in reality. [2] Non-pharmalogical strategies like preictal state detection for self-control of epileptic seizures. [25] Many unmet needs are discussed as similar as addressing the burden of epilepsy. [30] This work presented an intelligent method for preprocessing in neurological disorders. The work was related to obtain more accurate results by removing artifacts of vital signals. This method is applicable for early diagnosis of neurological and cardiovascular disorders. [19] This paper covered about biomarkers for understanding the domain knowledge of epilepsy.

The improvement of this area to be directed towards effective signal acquisition techniques, identifying smart methods to eliminate relics of vital signals, monitoring preictal phase of data analytics to assess the symptoms, Internet of nano things based closed loop system which is applicable to make a product to be comfortable, wearable, cost reasonable and early detectable.

VI. PROPOSED PROTOTYPE

Wukong, Opensource DeviceHive etc., Framework provides a rock-hard foundation and building blocks to create any

IoT/M2M solution, bridging the gap between embedded device - cloud - big data and client applications. Our proposed work intends to integrate the multimodal device based on EEG,ECG, blood pressure and oxygen saturation measure nano sensors with the Internet of Things framework "DeviceHive" to control external applications, such as turning lights on/off, vibration and alarm alert etc.,

EEG sensor which capture eSense signals, defined as attention and meditation signals. Different patterns are built based on the attention or meditation signal values. The main part of work will depend on EEG for emotional detection and classification before the seizure. Along with the result the remaining sensors values are taken into consideration for alerting mechanism. The data processing with the Artificial Intelligence techniques for signal acquisition, Feature Extraction and Pattern Recognition will improve the result.

Implementation Steps for Proposed Prototype Modal:
1. Multimodal Nano enabled biosensor Device (IONT) (EEG|ECG|BP|Oxygen Saturation)
2. Integrated with Device Hive Framework for AI Data Processing
   ✓ Cloud Configuration (Signal Data Storage)
   ✓ Signal Acquisition
   ✓ Feature Extraction
   ✓ Emotional Pattern detection and Learning
3. Based on Emotional learning – Preictal Pattern Recognition in real time (Before Seizure)
4. Warning Sign Emotional Classification
5. Alerting Mechanism (Self and caretaker Alert)

VII. CONCLUSION

As a result of this review gives a future focus towards intervention of IONT-EPI CARE MONITORING (ECM) system for self-protection and effective treatment management with affordable cost service. This paper reviewed the possibilities, the improvement, existing problems and applications in the field of epileptic seizure detection.
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